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Let us begin with the early stages of my response to Nicole J. Waller's work on fashion and its relation to gender via an actual 

recording of me, the author, discussing fashion choices on opening night of the exhibition: 

 

I was actually nervous about this because I was like oh I can’t just like put on this random dress and just be like acting my 

femininity passively or something like that but in the end what ended up happening is that I like bought this like new dress a few 

days ago and was like oh! New dress! Event! Cool that seems like a place I could like wear this new dress and I was actually a 

little bit worried about being a little bit like overdressed and it seeming like I tried too hard to be like oh! This is a fancy gallery 

event so I’m like dressing the part of like a fancy gallery attending woman about town but in the end I tried on a few outfits 

because I was worried about being cold and it was really far so I was like ok I should be like more chill and I should be like a 

little less cold so I tried on a bunch of outfits and was like nah  I’m just gonna go with this fancy cool dress that I bought a few 

days ago and hopefully itl'l be ok so that’s how I decided to dress today. 

  

Artist and fashion designer Nicole J. Waller’s exhibition, Constraints Constructed, which took place at the East of Elsewhere 

gallery in Berlin examined and put into question how fashion dictates and constrains forms of dress that are appropriate for 

specifically defined genders, in turn constricting individuals and limiting them to these genders. 

Waller’s main mode of operation was using the male suit, eternal symbol of ideal masculinity, and deconstructing the design 

process with loose hanging prints of original oil on canvas works and measurements taken from existing designer instruction 

manuals. 

Through this exhibition Waller’s main intent was to continue her research into how fashion and specifically the clothes we decide 

to wear define the perception of others around us, but also our perception of ourselves.  

 

http://www.kaltblut-magazine.com/berlin-02-03-14-04-18-constraints-constructed-performative-installation-nicole-j-waller/ 

  

The multi-media exhibition also featured several artist responses to Waller’s tangible work and outlined ideas, inviting them to 

explore how they have felt constrained by images and ideas of gender. Performances included a sound and dance piece by 

Andreas Mann and Daniel Kokko 

  

My performance is raw, and sensitive. Like a bruise. 

I like to find the limits of the body, where the body feels pain, where it feels an urge. I like to press against these limits, sometimes 

passing through them. This is when the body starts becoming. 

It can never become something different than what it is though. There can only be striving, or trying to become. I guess there is 

sadness in this. 

Nicole's work was about breaking this confinement of the male body that is the suit. Our process was based on us first talking 

and fighting through our different understandings. Then we had complete trust in each other as artists. 

I was drawn into this because of this idea of pressing against the limits of the male body. Never able to be another body but still 

striving towards becoming something else, if only for a moment. 

  

The event’s closing night also included a mixed poetry and dance performance by Stephan Quinci and Zoe Darsee.  

In this piece, “When I Was Shopping I Was Looking For Something,” they sought to explore constraints in various forms, 

questioning "normalized notions of sonic-somatic memory" and simultaneously taking down Waller’s works in the gallery space, 

symbolically deconstructing the exhibition itself. 

  

I was also asked to respond in some manner of written form. 

My first idea in doing so was to further Waller’s questioning of individuals being shaped by their clothing choices and whether or 

not this restricted their freedom of identity on some level. 

I began “interviewing” attendees on opening night as well as some of those involved with the event. 

Some were more willing than others, some more candid, some had clearly given thought to the question before; others seemed 

fully bewildered by what I was asking, as if the idea of dressing as a premeditated mental process was a completely novel idea. 

  

[All quotes are directly transcribed from field recordings of willing participants at the opening event. Their names are left out for 

the sake of anonymity, gender/sexuality-based assumptions, and because, frankly, talking about personal fashion has a way of 

making one feel shallow and exposed in a manner that is fairly uncomfortable.] 

  

The three main questions I asked were 

1.“How did you decide to get dressed for this event?” 

  

http://www.kaltblut-magazine.com/berlin-02-03-14-04-18-constraints-constructed-performative-installation-nicole-j-waller/


You want an honest answer? Ok so a number of things. I was rushing to get here so I kind of threw on everything I could throw 

on that was readily available. I’ve just come back from Australia. Realistically I’m wearing black jeans because black jeans go 

with anything, they’re clean. Black shoes. The hat is the main thing. Hat versus beanie, the hat because my hair is receding so I 

like the hat more because the beanie you have to take off. That’s literally the main consideration. And otherwise I wore a jumper 

because I wanted to keep warm quite frankly. 
  

  

Matching serpent earrings, jokingly wore it as phallic imagery. Didn’t do it purposefully.  

  

I was in my pajamas before this until like 5 o’clock feeling really comfortable, so I thought I would try to continue along the lines 

of this comfort zone. 

  

  

2.“Is this similar to your usual process getting dressed in the morning?” 

  

To be honest I have the exact same black t-shirt, 5 of them, cause I’m lazy to match stuff. And I like basic stuff. 

  

I often dress in a way that reveals my profession. I don’t know that I’m doing it on purpose but I often incorporate a lot of dance 

clothes. Dancewear has a way of being both casual or effortless and slick at the same time. 

 

  

And 3. “Do you ever feel in any way constrained by your gender or sexual identity when deciding what to wear?” 

  

My security with my gender makes it so that I don’t usually think about it so much in getting dressed, but this show has definitely 

made me think so much more about it. 

  

I feel constrained by normative ideas of gender when getting dressed every day of my life. 

  

I definitely feel more of a pressure to act male. There’s a very predominant model of what it means to be male. 

  

  

The answers I received were extremely varied and endlessly intriguing. 

Commonly, answers were tinged with varying degrees of embarrassment and some involved feeling constrained by dressing in a 

professional sector 

  

It’s taken about a year for me to feel comfortable wearing what I want to wear and just not give a shit around my boss who is a 

rich white cis male. For me to just think ok I have this on and I like it and im not trying to look more feminine for example 

  

I definitely felt somewhat constrained by my gender when I was living in London working in a gallery 

  

or even, as above, constrained by a specific city. There was actually a lot said on the topic of Berlin. 

  

Black and shades of grey, a concession to Berlin. In some ways I’ve conformed to the parameters around me in a way I find 

acceptable. 

  

Berlin’s has a relaxed mindset towards presentation and individuality. 

  

Berlin is a city that makes it so that I don’t have to think so much about consumerism and buying clothes. I don’t buy that many 

clothes here. 

  

  

To be sure, some responses indicated playfulness that seemed devoid of feelings of oppression 

  

 I feel different kinds of attachment to different articles of clothing. It could be that it reminds me of a character in a film or 

maybe a cup we have in our kitchen, but sometimes I'll be thinking about that and feel like there’s a connection to it in that sense. 

  

I wear happy socks. So it’s kind of like all black and then just this point of color. I focus on the socks more 

  

And some answers demonstrated a refreshing sense of security 

  

At some point you have to be happy just to be silly 

  



I want to give everyone the opportunity to see how beautiful I am 

  

I like trying to wear clothes that don’t give people a certain impression of me 

  

I dress mainly because I like the clothes rather than trying to make any sort of statement with them 

  

You can sometimes try too hard not to try too hard. 

  

But gender and sexuality definitely were reoccurring topics  

  

I don’t know if this is a phase I’m going through of putting on a bra, maybe because it’s really cold, but usually I don’t, because I 

have quite small breasts. 

  

I feel like I always end up wearing these really big things that I get from the 1 euro rack at Humana in the men’s section.  

  

To be honest I get questioned a lot if I’m Homosexual, based on my gestures. Not that I mind, but I just find that really annoying 

because who’s to say a gesture is feminine or masculine. Someone just made that rule. 

  

  

And a general discomfort with the limited existing gender-based clothing options was brought up on a number of occasions 

  

Clothes are not made personally for your body and that’s a problem. Not shopping for your body. 

  

  

A lot of my clothing I will only feel comfortable wearing in spaces where I’m with close friends or at clubs, or a dance studio. 

I was talking with a friend the other day about wanting to wear a pair of heels and just saying I didn’t feel comfortable walking 

alone or taking the U-Bahn in my heels. If the context allows for it I'm fine, but haven’t gotten to a point where it’s comfortable 

for me. 

I usually try to figure out a way that allows me to express myself and the image I’m going for without feeling outside of my 

comfort zone, or put me in a situation I feel will cause aggression or violence. Which is unfortunate. 

  

After the event, I was inspired to take this research further not only by intentionally discussing fashion choices with the people 

around me openly and often, but also keeping a log of my own daily decisions and what went into making them. 

  

As someone who’d always been moderately interested in fashion, I had nonetheless never specifically questioned what my style 

was or why I wore the things I wore, and beginning to do so seemed like quite a revelatory exercise. 

 

I’d also never truly taken the time to question my gender. Neither would it be true that I passively accepted it and my sexuality, 

but I had more of a fluid attitude towards it. I didn’t really believe I had to question it, name it, place it in time or space, or even 

actively think about it. Questioning the clothes I was wearing, my expression of identity to the outside world, forced me to pay 

closer attention to how these notions affected my life. 

  

Before I began this experiment , I would have said that my decisions in picking outfits felt fairly free, unconstrained by the world 

around me. I don't have a job that demands that I dress in a professional manner, whatever that means. I don't consult magazines 

or blogs and am generally not very aware of trends. I dress, to be sure, in a way that is more female and might indicate to the 

outside world that I identify as such, but not overly so. I've never felt that I was intentionally performing a hyper-feminine gender 

role and am comfortable with a look and pieces that could be labeled more masculine. I dress colorfully, playfully, sometimes 

strangely perhaps, but I felt that I was generally relatively secure with my fashion choices, and was most likely understood to be 

on the skillful end of the dressing spectrum.  

  

When I began taking notes on my decisions though, truths about my freedom and agency certainly popped up to some extent.  

Most obviously when I dressed for biological constraints such as menstrual comfort or dissimulation. I realized this was quite 

literally me being constrained by my gender, but perhaps not as socio-politically as in other ways. 

 

Even though I was aware that I had a tendency to dress in a fairly feminine manner, I was surprised by how actually unconscious 

these supposed decisions were. Most days I found myself trying to project myself as women I think are beautiful, but also women 

society has told me were beautiful, models of femininity: Jane Birkin, Anna Karina, Brigitte Bardot. 

Some days I tried to dress to hide the fact that I felt bloated or not as thin as I’d like to be. 

I realized that most of the time I try to dress in a way that attracts sexual attention. 

  

Once I started dressing provocatively I couldn’t stop. It was just as much a costume as dressing androgynously had been. 

 Lucy Grealy, Autobiography of a face 



  

At times, I truly dressed because I felt a certain affinity with or wanted to wear a certain color, pattern, or dress in a way that 

channeled a certain time (late 60’s/70’s), but even then I sometimes couldn't help but feel un-sexy and overly stylized or maybe 

even not “pretty” enough, like I was perhaps failing at being the best version of myself because I didn't look put-together  I 

sometimes felt like a was failing at looking "good" simply because the form of my body was not on display.  

 

Interestingly, the times I felt the most free from any stylistic premeditation was when I was dressing for the elements, even then 

I’d most likely not be pleased to run into someone I knew in the street. However, the fact that the exhibition took place over the 

months of March and April meant that evaluating my mode of dress was especially interesting because I was able to prepare for 

everything from snow to warm sunny days and could not purely rely on weather as an excuse for agency or non-agency. 

  

During the time of the exhibition, I coincidentally set up a pop-up store with some friends who were not involved in the project. 

This also proved particularly interesting in evaluating what to let go of, what didn’t feel like “me” and why. Other than 

discarding ill-fitting or worn clothing, what are the reasons we find for determining that a specific piece of clothing doesn't feel 

like "us"? I invited Nicole to be a part of this sale as they had an entire wardrobe to get rid of that no longer felt comfortable since 

it was from before they had come out as non-binary. This seemed a particularly cathartic and well-timed experiment. 

In attempting to answer the above question, we talked at length about clothing, gender, and how they fit together. As it turned out 

many of the pieces we were letting go of were from a time we were trying to be seen as somebody we no longer identified with, 

but maybe had worn as a performance to fit into a certain social caste whose standards were imposed by an outside 

party.  Literally constraining us in a different way: through someone else's perception of what we are and what we should be.  

 

And on the topic of fashion being imposed by an outside party- 

 

 One day, discussing personal fashion with a person I’d been seeing, I had the tables turned on me and felt my role challenged in 

my secure position as interviewer who is comfortable with her identity, having already answered these questions myself. The 

interview was not particularly revealing or interesting until it came to this person beginning to comment on my own style and 

decreeing that I “dress like shit” and picking specific examples to back this up. I was simultaneously stunned, upset, and 

incredulous. Continuing to record and listen to what he had to say, I determined he was not being purposely malicious, simply 

telling me that though I was a person who's company he enjoyed, he thought my style was ridiculous, but probing me: why did I 

care so much, why was I so superficial? 

Indeed. 

Why did I care so much? 

Precisely the right questions for the type of self-experiment I was conducting. 

This was perhaps the first instance in which I realized how much I actually did care. It sent me spiraling. As someone who’d 

always been fairly confident I was a sharp, albeit original dresser, thinking there were people in the world who were thinking 

how terrible my wardrobe was deeply messed with my idea of self. Dressing actually became even more interesting and 

frustrating process. 

 Is this an outfit that people think looks like shit? 

 Hilarity amongst friends ensued from this very frank analysis of my vestimentary choices. Why did it feel so important? Because 

I was letting a man analyze my style and dictate to me what was beautiful? Perhaps simply because it seemed to matter so much 

to me, that on the recording I seemed utterly devastated and was clearly making efforts to please him and the outside world that 

had not been apparent to me as a supposedly free and secure individual.  

 

I began to understand that these hurt feelings and this discomfort was precisely what I had been aiming for awith the questioning 

of my style process and that of those around me. We feel uncomfortable because this process is so close to our sense of identity 

and to what we think others perceive us as /vs what they actually do. When we are confronted to our own thoughts on the matter 

or to somebody's thought that do not align with what we thought we were projecting, or ones that attempt to dictate to us what we 

should be projecting, our sense of upset and discomfort grows. The issue is, that there is always someone or something to 

constrain our fashion choices in some way with their perceptions. Wether that person is a boss, a lover, ourself or our society.  

Analyzing my personal fashion was my way of confronting and deconstructing the constraints around me, of pushing past my 

comfort zone in a similar way to some of the performances that took place at East of Elsewhere in response to the exhibition. In 

the same way that Nicole was confronting the fashion world and it’s expectations of gender, as a gender non-binary individual. 

Breaking our own comfort zones, trying to understand where we fit in, where we are held back. 

 

No matter which gender or lack thereof we are attempting to emulate while getting dressed, what we are wearing is always a 

costume, a conscious or unconscious performance of an ideal. 

  

Ideal womanhood 

I put on this little red number to make myself feel a bit more like I was being a sophisticated gallery person. 

  

  

Ideal manhood 



I’m wearing this wife-beater because it makes me look 1950’s masculine 

  

Rejection of gender 

Ever since I was maybe like 10 years old, I was the girl in class that was wearing like baggy t-shirts baggy pants always got 

made fun of and always had my hair tied up  

  

Rejection of fashion-related interests 

I’m not a fashion victim with this Adidas  

 

 
 

Many are ashamed to admit that such trivial concerns-to do with physical appearance, bodies, faces, hair, clothes- matter so 

much. But in spite of shame, guilt, and denial, more and more women are wondering if it isn't that they are entirely neurotic and 

alone but rather that something important is indeed at stake that has to do with the relationship between female liberation and 

female beauty.  

The Beauty Myth, Naomi Wolf 

 

 
 

Let us end, with what I learned about my personal fashion "choices" 

 

I dress thinking of an ideal me. Dare I say a better one. 

A me without panty lines, muffin top 

A me that pleases and teases 

A me with shoulders that don’t slouch 

Well defined 

I dress thinking about those “roses of youth” 

Supposedly being taken from me with each passing day 

Supposedly wilting 

Creeping closer to worthless 

I dress thinking of pear round or square 

And perfect measurements 

36-24-36 

About my round belly I've internalized as a personal flaw,  

My breasts I've been told were too large, and my weird feet, my body hair 

I dress thinking of all the ones who’ve woken up and done it better than I 

About who will want to see what's underneath- and no, I don't mean my mind 

I dress thinking, crafting how I can still be lovely and poised in a snowstorm. 

 


